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By Thomas Foley
Staff Writer
On Friday September 20th, students and activists across the world
took to the streets as part of an organized Climate Strike, and BSU was
no different. The strike was the idea
of 16-year old Swedish climate ac-

tivist Greta Thunberg, who has been
travelling the globe on a mission to
raise awareness for the urgent need
for people and politicians to take an
honest look at the growing climate
crisis. Dozens of students, faculty,
and staff turned out for the Climate
Strike here on campus, which was organized by the Environmental Action

Team (EAT), a student run environmental group at BSU.

asked varying questions about the
organization itself and how students
can get involved with this program.
This is what he had to say.

to start the training of a service dog.
Training a service dog will provide
BSU students a valuable and rewarding volunteer opportunity that
teaches them dedication, patience,
and the value of giving so much time
and energy to better someone else’s
life. You cannot underestimate just
how valuable service dogs are to
those with vision loss. Besides, just
having a few cute little puppies on
campus is sure to brighten the day.”

Speakers, including Anna Lockett,
President of the EAT, addressed the
crowd of protesters who had gathered on the steps in front of Boyden
Hall; (Cont. page 2)
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Doesn’t it feel like the summer went
by so fast? Before students can even
blink, we’ve already been thrusted
back into Bridgewater State University; before the first sign of falling leaves can even hit the ground.
Though classes can be tough, there
are many clubs and organizations
that students can get involved in to
lighten the stressful load of writing
papers, finishing projects, and getting assignments in during strict
deadlines.
Well, I can’t think of anything better
to relieve the stress than one thing I
know that everyone loves, puppies!
That’s right, there is a new organization on campus called Guiding
Eyes for the Blind! This organization’s goal is to get students to help
train these pups to become seeing
eye dogs. Brian Payne, a professor
at Bridgewater State University, has
been actively involved in trying to
make this dream a reality.
Recently, I interviewed Payne and
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Oppenheimer: “What is the Guiding
Eyes for the Blind? What do they do
and what is their purpose or goal in
creating this organization?”
Payne: “Guiding Eyes for the Blind
is a non-profit organization that
breeds, raises, and trains service
dogs for the visual impaired while
also providing training and support for those people who receive a
dog from the organization. Guiding
Eyes for the Blind relies heavily on
its more than 1,400 volunteers. It
cost about $50,000 to breed, train,
and support a service dog throughout its career and a big part of this
is absorbed by the volunteer puppy
raisers.
I hope that by creating a Bridgewater State University chapter of puppy raisers for Guiding Eyes for the
Blind I can create a mutually valuable partnership. GEB is always in
need of puppy raisers and a campus environment is an ideal place

Visit out new interactive website
and subscribe to our weekly email
version of the paper!
thecommentbsu.com

Oppenheimer: “What inspired you
to start (or bring) this organization
to BSU?”
Payne: “When I found out that other universities are doing this and
knowing just how committed the
BSU community is to service, I just
knew that the university and the
students would jump at this opportunity. I have already had over 90
students express interest. A university campus is an ideal place to start
the training. You have a real diversity of environments to work in and
so many opportunities to expose the
puppies to all that they might have
to deal with as guide dogs.”
(Cont. on page 3)

Comments? Questions?
Have a story you want covered?
Email: Carly Mehl
cmehl@student.bridgew.edu
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(Cont.) Climate Strike
(Cont. from page 1) from there the
march set off across campus with
chants of immediate call to action
to save the planet from actions detrimental to the climate. When asked
what inspired her to bring the Climate Strike to campus, Anna responded, “It was Gwen Weissinger
who inspired me to bring the strike
to BSU. I wouldn’t have done it without her. Her guidance has been a crucial part in making this happen.”
The march went past the Martin
Richard statue, finishing by the gardens in University Park. (cont. on pg 2)
(cont. from page 1) Anna echoed
Greta’s outlook regarding the longterm goals of the Climate Strike,
“Greta Thunberg, climate activist,
16 years old and the leading force to

this movement once said, ‘we finally
need to treat the climate crisis like a
crisis’. I agree with this, I hope that
these strikes force our leaders to take
action now, because our time to prevent irreversible, catastrophic damage to our planet is running out fast.”
Anna commented on whether or not
she anticipates this march being the
first act of a wave of activism, “Absolutely.
Our generation of college students are outraged that the Trump
administration is doing absolutely
nothing to protect the environment,
and that in fact, they are working
to undo environmental protections
made by the Obama administration. We won’t shut up until action
has been taken by our government.”
At the end of the march, participants were encouraged to share a

word that described how they felt
about the climate crisis; many shouts
of “angry” and “terrified” filled the
gardens, though a few minutes later
when asked for things that protestors
were grateful for, those shouts were
replaced with “BSU!” On what has

Katherine Alix-Gaudreau

By Grace Mastroianni
Staff Writer
DON’T SAY IT! The so-called
cursed “Scottish Play” will be gracing the grounds of BSU in November, introducing the campus to the
fateful tale of Macbeth. But were
you aware that our very own professor, and director, Katherine AlixGaudreau was also brought to this
very institution by the hands of fate?
Originally, the role of director and adjunct professor was
supposed to go to a good friend of
Alix-Gaudreau, but he ended up being unable to take the position. So,
with this opportunity at her fingers,
Alix-Gaudreau contacted Heidi
Bean, chair of the Theater Department here at BSU. And with that,
we gained not only a professor, but
a very talented individual.
Having gone to multiple
schools Alix-Gaudreau has come to

BSU with a BA in Theater and two
Masters; one in Sociology with a
focus in Criminology and Gender
Studies, and another in Shakespeare
and Creative Arts. With multiple degrees under her belt, she has also set
her sights on a PhD in Theater; thus
setting her on the path of tenure.
However, this is not her first time in
the role of a college professor.
Familiar to the ways of education, Alix-Gaudreau has taught theater at both Framingham State University and the University of Georgia
in Athens. Having also worked with
multiple non-profits, Alix-Gaudreau
eventually came to start her own
theater company. Situated in Marlborough, MA, the Ghost Light Players of MetroWest are currently in
their ninth year of existence. For
this worldly professor, “the most rewarding part of both teaching and
directing is when I see someone take
tools that I’ve provided, or resources

Photo provided by Natalie Hebert

that I’ve made available, or a lesson
that I’ve tried to teach, when they
take that for themselves and do more
than they thought they could before,
that sort of surprised moment for
themselves...where they think ‘I can
actually do something that I didn’t
think I was able to do!’ That is incredibly rewarding for me.”
While teaching two Oral Interpretation classes and one Theater Lab, she is also the director of
the play Macbeth, one of her duties
as professor and one of the reasons that she took the jo in the first
place. Although the play was originally supposed to be Tempest, AlixGaudreau had directed that show
just last year. After taking a week
to deliberate on what play would be
best, Alix-Gaudreau ended up picking Macbeth. One reason being that
it’s one of Shakespeare’s shorter
plays, meaning less dialogue needs
to be cut in order to make the show

Visit The Comment online at thecommentbsu.com
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been the most rewarding aspect of
seeing the Climate Strike on campus,
Anna said, “Seeing it all come together, seeing all the signs, and seeing all
the people come together to change
has given me hope for the future.”

Thomas Foley is a Staff Writer for The

a reasonable length. Despite what
some might say about performing
the accursed play, Alix-Gaudreau is
neither superstitious nor afraid.
“It’s a lot of opportunity for
a lot of great parts; there’s some
wonderful soliloquies, some great
scenes, and it has witches! It has
witches and murder and vengeance
and all sorts of wonderful things. I
thought it would be a really fun and
educational way to introduce folks to
Shakespeare,” Alix-Gaudreau said.
Deviating from the original
Scottish setting, Alix-Gaudreau is
considering having the tragic tale
take place in an asylum/institutional setting, with the actors playing
multiple roles in order to work more
closely together as an ensemble. The
play is to take place in a sort of theater-in-the-round, giving the audience a full view of the show. There
will be heavy amounts of audience
involvement, creating an intense
and immersive experience for those
brave enough to dive into the wicked
tale of William Shakespeare’s Macbeth.
“I’m really excited to share
Shakespeare with a new group of
people. Even if they have never
seen Shakespeare before or enjoyed
Shakespeare before; they should
come check out Macbeth, because
I think it will be unlike anything
they’ve ever seen before,” said AlixGaudreau.
Don’t miss the Shakespearean
event of the semester, coming to
the Rondileau Campus Center Auditorium November 21, 22, 23, and
24. And, don’t forget to give a warm
round of applause to the fantastic
Professor Katherine Alix-Gaudreau!
Grace Mastroianni is a Staff Writer for
The Comment
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(Cont.) Guiding Eye’s for the Blind.
(Cont. From page 1) Oppenheimer:
“What opportunities can students expect from this organization and how
can they get involved?”

Payne: “GEB relies upon a wide diversity of volunteers and there are many
opportunities for students to get involved. We’re looking to get two to
three students to co-raise a puppy
for about 12 months beginning in the
summer of 2020. Beyond these, we
will need students to help as puppy
sitters and to work with socialization exercises. I think the best ‘next
step’ is to find a few students who are
particularly enthusiastic about this
program and to help them organize
a student club. This club will handle
all the logistics and create a host of
on-campus activities that involve the
puppies, the raisers, the other volunteers, and the wider campus community.”

three and be given a puppy that will
most likely have already been “started” by another raiser. This way a new
raiser (student) will be given a puppy
that is hopefully past some of its earliest challenges, like house training.
The students will share responsibilities, each taking the puppy into their
dorm rooms for two weeks at a time.

Once the students have the puppies,
they will attend weekly training and
socialization classes on campus and
every other Saturday we will travel to
the regional training event, which is
normally somewhere around Boston.
We often meet at the Carroll Center
for the Blind in Newton. At these
sessions the students will work with
a professional trainer who works for
Guiding Eyes for the Blind. It’s important for everyone to know that the
students aren’t just given puppies.
There is a lot of assistance and oversight. This is a serious affair and not
Oppenheimer: “How will this pro- one anyone should take lightly.”
gram work in the future? Do the students train the dogs? Are there meet- Oppenheimer: “And finally, do you
ings that we must attend every week? have anything else you want to say
Are we allowed to keep these dogs in to the readers of The Comment that
our dorm rooms? What’s the process, could inspire them to get involved
the plan for this organization on cam- with Guiding Eyes for the Blind?”
pus?”
Payne: “Training a puppy can be one
Payne: “The process is long. Every of the most rewarding things you’ll
student will go through a pre-puppy ever do, but it can also be one of the
placement training during which GEB hardest. You give A LOT of time and
will teach the applicant how to train a energy to these little guys and it can be
puppy. There is a lot of information really frustrating at times, but there
to absorb. Then every student will at- are so many rewarding moments that
tend an existing GEB class and inter- it’s all worth it. Just this past Saturact with the current raisers and their day I was working with a GEB trainpuppies. Then every student will sit er and my puppy, Dory, and I could
a puppy that is already in our region; see the puppy deeply thinking about
probably a puppy nearing the end of what it was I was asking her to do and
their training. Finally, students will working so hard to figure it out. It was
be partnered up in pairs or groups of such a joy to see her think through the

challenge and make the right decision. It can be really impressive what
these dogs can do.

What I like most about doing this is
interacting with a community of people who are deeply dedicated to helping others. You can never lose sight
of just how valuable a guide dog is to
a blind person and how impossible it
would be without the hard work of the
puppy raisers. Saying ‘goodbye’ to
a puppy that you’ve cared for, loved,
really, for a year is very hard, but the
sadness is lessened by knowing just
what a great service you’ve done and
just how much better someone else’s
life is going to be. I like to say that
anyone can do this, but that it takes
a special person to do this. You don’t

a player. As an English major with a minor in secondary education, he also has a
passion for teaching the game of Melee to
new and returning players.
“
The community aspect [of the
game] attracted me more than anything
else so I wanted to capture that for myself,” said Pratt.
He uses himself as an example for
how quickly a new player can become
good if they embrace the challenge of the
game and practice execution.
Darren Lynch, a junior at Bridgewater State, is MASC’s assistant tournament organizer and a best friend of Pratt.
He plays Ganondorf, the evil warlock
from the Legend of Zelda series and lower-tier character, but enjoys it anyway.
Lynch is another enthusiast of the
game’s mechanics; he writes and edits for
the international Top 100 Melee player
ranking.
For Lynch and other players, there
is something special about Melee with its
wide range of movement options, insane
techniques, and execution required to
land multiple-hit combos on opponents.
“Melee is sick dude,” Lynch says
simply.
From nicknames to the endless

Brittnany Oppenheimer is a Staff Writer
for The Comment.

In the top left Rigby the Black lab and In the bottom Dory the German Sherpard the pups in traing.
Photo provided by staff writer Brittany Oppenheimer

What are all of those TVs for?
By Brian Garland
Sports Editor
On Monday nights walking past the
Rondileau Campus Center lounge, it is
easy to notice a crowd of people and a
bunch of bulky CRT televisions and wonder what all of the equipment is for.
There are old Nintendo Wiis,
Gamecubes, and TVs with odd stickers
on them; the distinct clicking sounds of
Gamecube controllers can be heard.
On the screens of the bulky televisions is a game released over 17 years
ago: Super Smash Bros. Melee. In a nutshell, it is a fighting game with Nintendo
characters that still has a dedicated following and a fierce competitive scene all
these years later.
Why this game, out of all of the
fighting games and out of all of the games
in the Smash franchise?
Ryon Pratt is a junior at Bridgewater State and the tournament organizer
for MASC, standing for Melee at South
Coast. His tag, or a chosen nickname, is
Future. He plays the character Fox McCloud from the StarFox series, which is
considered the best character in Melee.
Pratt started playing Melee competitively in 2017 and is steadily rising as

need any previous training or experience, but you need a lot of time, patience, and love to make it work.”
If anyone has any questions about
the program, you can email Professor
Payne at brian.payne@bridgew.edu.
Professor Payne has also planned
meeting times for the information
sessions involving the organization.
These dates can be found below.
Monday, September 30, 7:00pm9:00 in Library 008
Wednesday, October 2, 7:00pm9:00pm in Library 008
Thursday, October 3, 7:00pm9:00pm in Library 007

possibilities of attacks, combinations,
and techniques in-games, players are
allowed to express themselves however they like. Every personality, playstyle
and player nickname is unique and there
is something beautiful about that.
However, it would be remiss to discuss Melee without mentioning its culture.
The game grew from a small competitive scene in the early 2000s to its revival period in the early 2010s. Evolution,
the largest fighting game tournament in
the world, picked up Melee again in 2013
and the exposure Melee received from the
tournament added new life to the game.
A popular documentary that captures the history of Melee, titled The
Smash Brothers, is a recommended
watch for anyone even slightly curious
about the competitive scene and culture
of Melee. New players after 2013 are affectionately dubbed “Doc kids,’’ referring
to the documentary.
Today, a typical major Melee tournament will attract tens of thousands of
viewers over the internet.
Learning all of the difficult “techskill” is worth all the hours of practice to
some players because the community is

an easy way to build friendships.
Melee is a two-player game that
players can improve in with a training
partner. There are also “doubles,” or twoon-two battles that often require a static
doubles partner for best results.
Alex “Future Shock” Greeley is one
player who appreciates the community
that Melee has to offer. He considers himself a shy person, but it is through Melee
that he can branch out and make worthwhile friendships. Greeley plays Captain
Falcon, the driver from the F-Zero racing
series, and a character with devastating
aerial attacks and combos. He has been
playing for over five years, attending five
local tournaments a week for the love of
the game and to eventually become a top
player.
No matter how dedicated these players
are to the game of Melee, there is something special about playing it at a tournament with friends.
Anyone who is interested in trying out
Melee is invited to the Rondileau Cam-

pus Center Lounge on Monday
nights starting at 5:30PM.

Broan Garland is the Spoirts Editor for
The Comment.

Follow Us On Social Media @thecommentbsu
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Opinion
THIS MONTH IN MUSIC
By Nick Jordan
Opinion Editor

THE RECAP:

After a record 19 weeks at number one
on the Billboard Hot 100, Lil Nas X’s “Old
Town Road” has taken a backseat in today’s music scene. 19 weeks! To put that
in perspective, this reign began the week

voice* honorable mentions.
This talented trio of sisters trotted out this swoony single at the end of July, and it may have single-handedly calmed my nerves building up over
the month of August in anticipation of classes
starting up again. The dreamy saxophone and
“Walk on the Wild Side”-inspired guitar pairs
perfectly with some warm rays and continues to
make for a warm escape as temperatures start to
drop.

Miley Cyrus “Slide Away”:

there and yet they mesh well together. Overall, it
sounds like a song that high school seniors could
be blasting on the way out on their last day of
classes. At the very least, we should be seeing actors in their twenties playing high school seniors
walking out to this song in the near future.

Fall Out Boy “Dear Future Self (Hands Up)”:

If you have liked Fall Out Boy’s releases from this
past decade, you will probably like this one. It
sounds just like them. This is supposed to be a letter to their future self. However, it screams PAST.
I do not see die-hard fans from the band’s inception embracing this one too much. Honestly, the
only reason why I tolerate this one is because this
next one is basically intolerable.

Green Day
All…”:

“Father

of

“Wake me up when September ends.” That is what
Green Day was singing back in 2004, and they
may have meant it. This is not Green Day. Billie
Joe Armstrong’s signature booming, nasally voice
is nowhere to be found here. Perhaps he has finally blown his nose. If that is the case, then I guess
it makes sense that this song, ironically enough,
blows. It would be an alright debut single for an up
and coming band, but for the punk icons that are
Green Day? Good riddance.
Nick Jorden is the Opinion Editor for The Comment

Photo provided by billboard

of April 13th, roughly a month before the
conclusion of finals last semester, and
concluded the week of August 17th, not
even three weeks prior to the start of this
current semester. On paper, this would
appear to have been a rather uneventful
summer musically that was overtaken by
a single novelty song. However, it is important to note that Lil Nas X was by no
means an established act going into this.
Originally released independently after
months of tumult following his dropping
out of college against his family’s wishes,
his genius marketing approach allowed
him to catch the attention of Billy Ray
Cyrus, Columbia records and, well, the
world. And that is the (abridged) story of
how a gay, black 20-year-old artist made
music history. Representation, people!

HOT GIRL SUMMER:

Photo provided by billboard

Vocally, this is one-hundred percent Miley Cyrus.
Musically, it is reminiscent of something Alanis
Morissette would put out just with an amplified
bass. And that is not a bad thing. Of course, the
circumstance behind this song is not an ideal one.
But especially with the beautiful strings that creep
in towards the end, one hopes that this is a transition Cyrus does not slide away from.

Taylor Swift “Lover”:

I will support any artist that gets a bride and groom
to choose a wedding song that is not Ed Sheeran.
But seriously, this song is cozy and should be considered a highlight of Swift’s discography. In terms
of the discography she actually owns (yikes) this
one is in fact the highlight and sounds even better when played beside the previous singles on her
new record that are a bit more in-your-face and
generic. I cannot help but get chills every time she
sings “Ladies and gentlemen…” Oh, Taylor, look
what you made me do.

Photo provided by billboard
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Seasonal Horoscope: Libra
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22

Photo provided by Labyrinthos.co
Photo provided by billboard
Photo provided by billboard

Since the end of the reign of “Road” women have
taken control of the Billboard Hot 100, making
their own history themselves. First came Billie Eilish. With her hit “Bad Guy” she became the first
artist born in the 2000s to top the chart. Alright,
you all get to blurt out a single “Feel old yet?” and
then we are moving on. Done? Anyway, this was
followed by the pair that has been fishing for compliments in more ways than one, Shawn Mendes
and Camila Cabello, with their previously #2
peaking “Señorita”. The artist who has shown real
staying power, however, is Lizzo’s “Truth Hurts”
with three weeks at the top so far despite its 2017
release. She has officially tied with Cardi B as the
female rapper to top the Billboard Hot 100 for the
longest span of time. And personally, she joins a
long list of female artists who ruled my summer
playlist with new releases, even if some did not
rule the charts. Here are a few *cue Ms. Mojo

THE UNHOLY TRINITY:

The act of consolidation appears to have moved
past the business world and into the music world,
which it kind of is. Three unlikely bands, Weezer,
Green Day and Fall Out Boy, have joined forces to
put on what they are calling the Hella Mega Tour.
On September 10th, the same day the tour was announced, each respectively released new singles.
They all vary in quality so allow me to inform
you which song you will be screaming along with,
which one you will bob your head to and which
one you can ignore to use the bathroom.

Weezer “The End of the
Game”:

With their upcoming March 2020 album titled Van
Weezer it comes as no surprise that Rivers Cuomo and company go hard with the guitars here as
inspired by the big-haired artists that defined 80s
rock. Despite this, Weezer’s meek vocals are still

By: Stefanie Baptista
Campus Life Editor
Ah, so you have your sun in Libra. What
does that mean, exactly? Well, it’s the core
of who you are. It is your very being. It explains every single thing about you. Yeah,
that’s right, you’re single. Want to know
how the sun knows that? Because it’s
written in the stars. Also, I too am a Libra
that’s single, and we are not dating.
Don’t worry, though. We are the best
sign. We are fair, loyal, and known as the
“peacekeepers.” I mean, heck, we protect
the whole nation of Panem. Oh and that
reminds me, maybe don’t put your name
in for the Hunger Games. I know we’re
so generous and we always do what we

Visit The Comment online at thecommentbsu.com

say and all that but this season for you is
very… anyway.
And hey, that big decision you have to
make? Just pick one. You’ll overthink it
no matter which one you pick anyway. At
least our indecisiveness is always there for
us! Right?
Something else that always shines for
us? Our outfits. We’re best dressed when
it comes to Zodiac Fashion Week. It’s a
shame Virgo’s show just ended. Sigh.
In the grand scheme of things, you’ll be
fine this season, Libra. Just go with your
gut and don’t question it.
Stefanie Baptista is the Campus Life editor
for The Comment
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Opinion
Doctor Strange and His Multiverse of
Inconsistencies
By: Brittnany Oppenheimer
Staff Writer

parent that, really, Doctor Strange
does not have any sign of a true
weakness compared to the comics
As much as I loved Avengers and this fact shows the most in InInfinity War and Avengers End- finity War.
game, you can’t deny the fact that
there were many, many plot holes Let’s start at the top of the list shall
within the two of them that still, at we.
certain points, can take an audience
member completely out of the movie Why couldn’t Doctor Strange travaltogether. Even though both mov- el through time during ANY point
ies made us laugh, cry, rage, then cry in the movie? Seriously, remember
again, I have to talk about one of if the scene where Star Lord messes
not the most broken character in the everything up by hitting Thano’s in
Marvel Cinematic Universe. That the face, potentially killing half the
character is Doctor Strange.
universe in one idiotic move? Also,
why couldn’t Doctor Strange reverse
For those of you who don’t know, time a couple of minutes and have
Doctor Strange is the Sorcerer Su- someone not using their hands, like
preme, or a really powerful wizard Drax for example, and have him
in the MCU. His powers include, but knock Star Lord out just enough to
are not limited to, time travel, astral get the glove off?
projections, teleportation, telekinesis, energy blasts, hypnotism, and, Why could Doctor Strange only
of course, the power of flight thanks see 14,605,000 outcomes when
to the Cloak of Levitation. Now, even there could be an infinite amount
though this list doesn’t seem like of ways this battle could end? Why
much, Doctor Strange is a charac- didn’t Strange see fourteen-trillion
ter that can almost create anything outcomes, or more to be precise?
through magic. The reason why I say It’s dumb because when you think
almost is because the Doctor Strange about it, who’s to say that there is
comics have been attempting to give only one timeline where the heroes
more of a cost whenever Strange win when Doctor Strange only saw a
uses his magic in combat. Though it small fraction of how the fight with
is not apparent if the second Doctor Thanos could end. Who’s to say that
Strange movie will go this route, one rewinding time to kill Thanos in any
most assume that this point is be- strategic way wouldn’t have worked
ing considered by the writers so that unless Strange decided to see all the
Strange won’t be the most powerful possible outcomes instead of just
character in the MCU.
that one, specific number?

his sling ring to cut off Thanos’ arm? eryone run it’s going to kill us! I’m
Enough said.
pretty sure that is the least of these
guys’ problems right now.
Why couldn’t Doctor Strange just
teleport Thanos to a different part The point is, as much as I love Docof the multiverse? There’s got to be tor Strange, he will always be a unia universe where Thanos can just verse breaking character. Heck, we
float in the sea of endless space for- haven’t even discussed how broken
ever, or better yet, teleport Thanos he is in the comics! Within most
to a world where there is something of these comics if Doctor Strange
stronger than the infinity stones that needed anything at all at any point
can defeat him. Honestly just send in time, he can just conjure it up inhim someplace far, far away. That stantly and solve the problem with
would be good so that everyone can ease. Strange is literally a Deus ex
heal up and form another plan.
Machina character, but with magic!

Why doesn’t Doctor Strange use the As of right now, Doctor Strange has
Mirror Dimension?
no set of boundaries or rules within
his character. Honestly if the writers
Why doesn’t Doctor Strange knock weren’t purposefully trying to make
Thanos’ astro form out and kill him half the characters we love die in Infrom outside of his body. The infinity finity War, I feel like Doctor Strange
stones are not part of Thanos’ soul, could have easily defeated Thanos
so couldn’t Strange kill him this way alone. There are just too many plot
just like he did to one of Dormam- holes that haven’t been filled during
mu’s baddies in his movie?
both Infinity War and Endgame that
can take people out of the movie and
Why, why, why?
ask themselves “Why couldn’t he
just have done this?” Maybe when
There are too many “Why couldn’t Doctor Strange and The Multiverse
Doctor Strange do this?” type ques- of Madness comes out in 2021, we
tions within these movies when it’s might finally have an answer to why
so obvious that he can. Like, serious- all of these plot holes exist in the
ly, why couldn’t Doctor Strange re- film. At least I hope so anyway. Othvive Iron Man with the time stone? erwise, Avengers Infinity War and
Did he really want to see him die or Endgame will always feel half-baked
is this some kind of sick joke to him? and unfinished in the story departI mean, sure, it’s not like Doctor ment.
Strange could have done anything
more in that final battle during End- Brittnany Oppenheimer is a Staff Writer
game since he had been demoted to for The Comment
But at the end of Endgame it is ap- Why couldn’t Doctor Strange use tornado duty! Look, it’s water! Ev-

This Time Of Year: A 100 Word Rant
By Stefanie Baptista
Campus Life Editor

It’s finally September! A fresh start! The month that marks the beginning of the school year, the end of summer, and most importantly,
the start of fall. The leaves are morphing into their autumnal hues, the
color palette of life is slowly shifting anew, it’s starting to get dark at
two, the weather is finally starting to cool- SIKE! When I woke up this
morning, it felt like Hell had froze over; but by the afternoon, everyone
was violently sweating. Mother Nature just had to give “Hot Girl Summer” a whole new meaning. It’s your turn now, Cozy Girl Autumn.
Stefanie Baptista is the Campus life Editor for The Comment
Image courtesy of Pandora
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A lot can Change in a Year: Red Sox Recap
By: Jesse Fraiser
Staff Writer
Eleven and a half months ago the
Red Sox were on top of the baseball world as they had just defeated the LA Dodgers in the World
Series. Now almost a year later,
Alex Cora and the Sox find themselves an astonishing 18 gamed
back in the division and 9 in the
Wild Card race. Not only are the
Red Sox back in the standings but
they’re missing a top executive
role as just last week Dave Dombrowski was fired from his role
with the club. To describe this season as a disappointment would be
an understatement as it was the
last thing Red Sox nation wanted
or even expected. After watching
a failure of a year in 2014 after
winning it all the season before,
an October with no baseball was
not what was on the mind of Red
Sox Nation. Coming off a 119-win
season (including Postseason),
the bar was set for potential back
to back championship seasons.
Let’s see what went wrong for the
Sox in my Red Sox season recap.
After playing deep into October,
your bond to be tired and still
wiped out from a longer season
than normal in the months before.
This happens with every defending champ as they start up baseball activities in February soon
after the Super Bowl. Alex Cora
had a questionable approach to
this ordeal as he had the pitching
staff preserve their arms on a certain throwing program. Cora had
pitchers throw under an interesting routine with minimal innings
in exhibition games. The position
players even played a fraction of
the tune up games and both strategies were criticized by the Boston media.
The defending champs opened
their season with a long west coast
swing starting in Seattle for Opening Night. The season started off
with an abysmal 3-7 road trip
and the Sox never really picked
up steam after that. With hot and
cold stretches over the summer
months the closest the Sox came
to becoming a winning club was
in late July when the Sox had won
nine games in the past two weeks
and were still in the hunt for a
playoff spot. Chris Sale, the ace of
the staff, was pitching on Sunday

Night Baseball at Fenway against
the Yankees and the lefty would
get steamrolled by the Bronx lineup. After that game the Sox would
go on to lose seven games in a row
which, without question, was the
lowest point of the season. After
a pretty average rest of August,
the Yankees came back to Fenway for an early September weekend series in Boston. The Yankees
would outslug the Sox winning ¾
and putting a virtual end to Boston’s season. With 6 games left in
Boston and a handful on the road,
the Fenway faithful has little to
cheer about but I’m sure they’ll be
in full support with the remaining
ballgames. The Yankees wouldn’t
deliver the knockout punch to
just the Sox season but also Dave
Dombrowski’s stint with Boston.

of America, this past offseason
for his miraculous work all last
year. 2018 was a record-breaking
year and set such an unreachable
standard that the Red Sox won’t
come close to again. They set the
franchise record for wins (108
regular season wins), were dominate from start to finish, swept
through the playoffs, were led by
great pitching and an offense that
led the league in offensive stats.
That’s what made this year so
frustrating for the fans, sure they
weren’t expecting another record-breaking season, but they at
least expected to watch a playoff
team every night.
Offense was not an issue for this
team this season as the Red Sox
were in the top five in runs and
average virtually all season. After cold starts to the
year, J.D. Martinez and
Mookie Betts started to
heat up with the summer and look like the
sluggers were used to
seeing. Martinez is going to finish the year in
the top 10 for batting average but he sure won’t
be the only Red Sox on
the list. The emergence
of the young gun Rafael
Devers and stud Xander
Bogaerts has been the
most enjoyable thing to
watch this year. Xander
looks like the best shortImage courtesy of WAMC stop in the game and the
After the September Sunday Night 6 year/132 million dollars deal
Baseball game against New York, that Xander signed before 2019
the Red Sox announced late that looks like a bigger bargain every
night that Dave Dombrowski was day. Devers took a huge leap oflet go from his role of President of fensively and defensively and he
Baseball Operations. Dombrows- looks quick with his hands at the
ki did what he was hired to do plate and solid at the hot corner.
since he was hired late in the 2015 Devers is hitting a scorching .311
season. Dave had a reputation of with 29 homers, 107 RBI and did
selling farm systems and trading I mention he is only 22. Bogaerts
prospects for proven MLB players. is hitting a fantastic .303 with 31
Dave did this with the Tigers and homers and 106 RBI and Xander
Marlins before coming to Boston, has been a sensational shortstop
winning one World Series in 2003 commanding the infield. With
with Florida. Dombrowski traded these four hots bats in the lineup
top prospects for Chris Sale prior and the left side of the infield set
to 2017 and going into 2018 added for the future, this lineup was still
slugger J.D. Martinez and hired lethal. Offense hasn’t been the isAlex Cora from the Astros staff sue as its been the starting pitchto manage the club. This to go ing and the bullpen. A cycling
along with Sale and David Price, bullpen of names all year long
who was signed by Dombrows- and no definitive roles, the Sox
ki in 2016, was the formula that bullpen has had some awful and
led to a 2018 title. Dave even won not bad performances. The rise of
executive of the year, as voted by Josh Taylor and Brandon Workthe Baseball Writers Association man have easily been the bright
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spots as everyone else has underperformed. Injures have been pilling up at this point in the season
with the already poor performing
staff. Chris Sale has been a fraction of his 2018 self and Rick Porcello has one of the worst ERAs in
baseball in what is most likely his
last year with the Sox. David Price
had a very solid season going until injuries caught up with him towards the end of the summer. Nathan Eovaldi, who has been hurt
much of the year hasn’t been able
to fully display the postseason heroics we saw last October. Injuries
to Price, Eovaldi and Sale have
been huge blows to the starting
staff. Without question the biggest
stud in the Sox rotation this year
is Eduardo Rodriguez. Eduardo
is third in the American League
in wins, in which he has set a new
career high. His ability to incorporate his off-speed stuff more than
ever has truly helped his pitching,
along with some help from Red
Sox great Pedro Martinez. Rodriguez has been a bright spot when
he takes the mound every five days
and he is going to be huge for this
team in the future.
As for the future the Red Sox have
many things to address going forward. First, they will have to find a
new leader of the ship as they continue to address the role of President of Baseball ops. Secondly,
they must address J.D. Martinez
and Mookie Betts. J.D. who has
an opt out after this season could
return for three more years or he
could opt out and test the market
and make big money as a coveted middle of the lineup slugger.
Mookie is a different case however as he is a free agent after next
season and has declined multiple
long-term deals to stay in Boston
and his future remains unclear.
The question is how much are the
Red Sox willing to pay the MVP?
Addressing two of the team’s biggest stars and giving a complete
overhaul of MOST of the pitching
from top to bottom is a must. I
have never been more intrigued to
see how the Sox attack this offseason list of tasks and I can’t wait for
the Sox to get back to their winning ways. In a season full of ups
and downs the support and fan
love I have for this team will never
go away. Till next season, Go Sox.
Jesse Fraiser is a Staff Writer for The
Comment
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The Complications of
the Antonio Brown
Brian Garland is the Spoirts Editor It is until the commissioner places
Antonio Brown on the exempt list,
for The Comment.
or the court finds Brown guilty of the
Antonio Brown is New En- crimes mentioned above, that any
gland’s newest addition at wide re- action will be taken by the NFL or the
ceiver, signed for one year after his New England Patriots.
release from the Oakland Raiders.
Although the Patriots lost no assets It is also unlikely for any disciplinary
to acquire Brown, the mounting bag- action to happen swiftly, due to the
gage against the troubled receiver NFL’s difficult history dealing with
puts Brown and the Patriots front- cases of domestic violence in court.
and-center for a public relations di- Former Ravens running back Ray
saster that may keep Brown off the Rice was suspended for six regular
season games in 2014, the first time
football field.
the NFL suspended a player for doIn the midst of Brown’s release from mestic abuse.
the Raiders and signing to the Patriots, a flurry of news reports alleging However, since there was no precdomestic abuse, sexual assault and edent or language in the NFL’s colfraud released to the general public lective bargaining agreement that
states how many games a player is
through social media.
suspended for domestic abuse, the
An article by Sports Illustrated’s suspension was nullified.
Robert Klemko provides a detailed
history of Brown’s deplorable behav- This lack of organization became a
ior and characterizes Brown as a man problem for the NFL for later examwhose NFL stardom and power led ples of abuse, such as Adrian Peterhim to manipulate and abuse anyone son, Greg Hardy and Ezekiel Elliott.
thought to be below him.
However, the Peterson case deterMultiple women are pressing charges mined that the NFL is within their
against Brown for harassment, sex- right to suspend players for domesual assault, and instances of rape, tic abuse, concrete evidence and full
though Brown is allowed to keep participation from the victim are replaying football while these cases quired to bring about a suspension.
develop. The receiver is not on the
Commissioner’s Exempt List, a list The strength and scope of this ruling
of players suspended or banned from will be tested in the case of Antonio
football by NFL Commissioner Roger Brown, while alleged victims such as
Goodell, meaning Brown is allowed Britney Taylor are suing.
to play as if nothing happened.
While it sounds especially wrong for

a suspected rapist and abuser to continue playing, any suspension before
Brown is proven guilty could cause a
labor dispute between the NFL Players’ Association and the NFL.
In short, the best course of action for
the NFL is to wait until more details
emerge and that Brown pleads guilty
to sexual assault and rape if the allegations are truthful.

signed him. After the victory in Miami last Sunday, Brown was the first
to leave the locker room so that no
reporters could ask him questions.
Head coach Bill Belichick also refused to answer questions regarding
Antonio Brown.

On Thursday, new evidence that
Brown sent threatening text messages to Robert Klemko, the writer of
As it stands now, Antonio Brown is the Sports Illustrated piece on Brown
free to play wide receiver for the New prompted the New England Patriots
England Patriots. In his first game as to finally release Brown that day.
a Patriot, Brown caught four passes
for 56 yards and a touchdown in a Brown and agent Drew Rosenhaus
43-0 blowout win over the Dolphins. will look for a new team for Brown
His eligibility to play does not prove while he awaits trial. The release
his innocence, as Britney Taylor’s from New England may suggest to
civil suit against Brown is still active. NFL teams that Brown should no
longer play football with his baggage.
The NFL and Britney Taylor met for
ten hours last Monday to discuss The Patriots decided to cut Brown
Taylor’s options, how the alleged and “go in the other direction”, so he
events occurred and how the NFL is is no longer a part of the 2019 Patriinvolved.
ots.
The Patriots are keeping quiet on Brian Garland is the Spoirts Editor
Antonio Brown, claiming they nev- for The Comment.
er knew of the allegations against
Brown until after New England
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Editors Note:
The Comment is now dedicating a page to the arts– including the literary arts, visual arts, and performance arts. We believe it is important to showcase
the amazing creative work that students are creating across campus. We hope to become a platform on which students can express themselves and share their
work with a wider audience. In the future, we hope to have student spotlights, highlighting the acheivments of BSU creatives. If you are interested in sharing
creative work in The Comment, please email Arthur Kopellas at akopellas@student.bridgew.edu, or attend one of our weekly meetings, Thursdays at 6 PM in
RCC 005.

Don’t, Never, Always.
By: Grace Mastroianni
Don’t make friends based on a fantasy.
You’ll think that they will follow you across galaxies.
But they only let you down.
Don’t be mean to your sibling
You’ll regret it every day of your life,
One after another.
Don’t feel embarrassed when your mom wants to dance.
She’ll do it every time she gets the chance.
Join her while you can.
Never make friends based on their status.
They’ll twist your heart
And leave you behind.
Because that’s what they tend to do.
Never settle for less than you deserve.
People want you to feel less,
But you know you’re worth more.
Don’t lose your nerve.
Never forget to thank your family.
They do more than you’ll ever know,
And they will help you grow.
Always remember advice.
You won’t use it when you’re young,
But it’ll be worth more than gold
“Blue” by Camille San Gabriel
When you grow old.

“Political Prisoner” by Sarah Washburn
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